
The Signature is Valid 
    Ever wonder ‘why’ the skin just doesn’t part and let your insides spill out?  I have!  No doubt this
was due to a serious abdominal surgery I had many years ago. And, what makes the skin adhere
to our bodies anyway?

    Turns out there is indeed a scientific answer to all of this! It is a laminin protein molecule that has
3 separate parts, Alpha -A, Beta-B1, and Gamma-B2 which adhere – like arms – to four other
molecules, becoming the glue of the human body and holds skin on.   It acts as a virtual chain. 
Another name is ‘cell adhesion molecule.’  Laminin molecules are made of atoms.

    What makes this molecule most interesting is not just its fascinating function inside us.   It is in
the form of a cross, seen at the bottom of this page.  It is all these tiny crosses inside us that make
the billions of cells that determine our DNA, a number so long it take 95 years to read them!

    That DNA is broken down into families, and are called ‘signatures’.    Clearly, God is saying He
signs His work…!

    There’s not enough space here to say how very remarkable, how very special you are to God…! 
And few of us have a spare 95 years to read the natural description of your own special number.
But God saw you coming!  And, in a world so complex He cherishes your uniqueness.

    Jesus  was  at  creation,  according  to  John  1:1  and  Hebrews  1, where  it  says He
‘holdseverythingtogether.’  You are not insignificant!  Perhaps somewhat broken, but that’s okay.
He does excellent repairwork.  The mystery is solved.  And your uniqueness is clearly apparent! 
You were the idea in God’s mind before you were ever formed in your mother’s womb.   Turn to
Him now and He will help you find the real you…
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